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Abstract As part of the process of nation–state construction, the Republic of

Turkey went through a language reform which was comprised of (a) the supplanting

of Arabic script with Latin letters adjusted for Turkish phonology and (b) the

replacement of Arabic and Persian loanwords with words either derived from known

Turkish roots or found in pre-Islamic Turkish texts. This top–down language

policing practice was considered as a prerequisite for secularization, westernization,

and modernization of the emerging Republic. Even though it was not always

explicitly stated, the engineers of this emerging nation had the intention of breaking

the cultural connection with the Ottoman past. Their ultimate goal was to generate a

new linguistic order in the Turkish language, both in alphabet and lexicon, and to

police the linguistic conduct of the country. This linguistic legitimacy and norm-

ativity was enforced through the entire body of state institutions. However, these

policies encountered acute resistance from certain sectors of the public, especially

those with conservative and religious ideologies. Utilizing Blommaert et al.’s

(2009) notion of language policing as a conceptual apparatus and virtual ethnog-

raphy/netnography (Hine 2000, 2005; Kozinets 2002, 2009) as a methodological

approach, the current inquiry examined the textual and visual cultural artifacts

produced, reconstructed, and disseminated in seven focal Facebook groups which

have been created to maintain the use of Ottoman Turkish script and vocabulary.

The recurrent themes centering on language policing in these virtual environments

indicate that the postings are usually used to convince the group members that they

need Ottoman Turkish to secure their ties and reconnect with their ancestors’ cul-

tural heritage, to provide them with instructional support and practice opportunities,

and to reach out to or align the group with macro language policing practices.
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Introduction

Following the introduction of the modern Turkish (MT) alphabet in 1928, and subsequent

language reforms in Turkey, the Turkish Language Society initiated a movement to

replace words and phrases borrowed from Arabic and Persian with their originally

Turkish counterparts.1 This movement has led to a substantial decrease in the use of words

and phrases of Arabic and Persian origin in Turkish society. However, certain segments of

the population (e.g., those who nostalgically long for the Ottoman period, those who

oppose the Kemalist revolution and/or the Turkification of the language, those who

positively associate the use of Arabic and Persian words with religious affiliation, and

those who view words of Arabic and Persian origin as a sign of neo-Ottomanism for which

they advocate) have not embraced this movement, and purposefully continue using such

words. This opposition may manifest itself either because such individuals revere the

Arabic and Persian languages as part of Islamic tradition or because they desire to

maintain a connection with their Ottoman roots. Even today, some of these words are used

in a wide variety of contexts, including daily interaction both face-to-face and virtual in

nature, political speeches/writings, traditional (e.g., TV, radio, press) and social media.

More specifically, these words are used by individuals who: (1) belong to one or more of

these groups, (2) promote the underpinning values supported by these groups, and/or (3)

would like to converge their speech or writing to the members of these groups by means of

deliberate and strategic lexical choice. This resistance has so far resulted in examples of

‘‘language policing’’ (Blommaert et al. 2009) on public media platforms. Nowadays, with

the increasing use of Facebook as an online social network site (SNS), this policing has

found a new location in which to take place.

The following study examines the campaigns initiated and supported through

Facebook groups that practice ‘‘language policing’’ (Blommaert et al. 2009) to keep

the Turkish language as it was spoken and written in Ottoman times at lexical and

orthographic levels. The study rests on the premise that SNSs provide voice and

space to all individuals with Internet access to engage in negotiations of interest to

them. Therefore, the study utilizes image-related and written postings as well as

videos on these group pages, in order to scrutinize the ‘‘language policing’’ practices

orchestrated through online tools on Facebook. It presents results with respect to the

ways in which holders of a language ideology manifests their resistance via

Facebook to a state-initiated language policy even about 80 years after its inception.

Having their motivation in the sociohistorical and linguistic roots of Turkish

society, these instances of language policing become much more interesting with

the realization that both the ‘police’ and those ‘policed’ are Turkish citizens. In

1 There is also a growing body of literature on ‘linguistic contamination’ by means of western languages,

most significantly English (in the aftermath of World War II) and French (in the late period of the

Ottoman Empire and the early years of the Turkish Republic). The present study, however, has attended

to the interplay between Ottoman Turkish and MT to shed light on Arabic and Persian origin loanwords in

the language.
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other words, the study describes how individuals, whose agency is promoted by

their linguistic policing ideals, organize themselves via social networking oppor-

tunities afforded by Facebook and engage in a wide range of counter-language

policing2 practices.

During the completion of the study, I identified two levels of language policing

concerning the orthographic revolution and lexical purification started in Turkey in

the 1930s. Therefore, this paper delimits itself to the scrutiny of two instances of

language policing that are relevant to the use of Turkish language in modern

Turkey: (1) nation-wide language reform, spearheaded by the first President of the

infant nation state and backed by the ruling party; (2) informal, online language

regulating efforts to resist this revolutionary alphabet change and cleanse the

Turkish language of Arabic and Persian loanwords.

The article first proceeds with a description of the notion of language policing as

a conceptual framework, to understand the extensive language reform executed in

the Republic of Turkey (RoT) in the process of westernization and modernization,

and to explore online language policing practices undertaken by Facebook groups.

Next, the article approaches the historical background of the language revolution

and of Facebook use in Turkey, which affords users technological tools for micro

level language policing.3 The remainder of the article presents and discusses the

findings emerging from the data analyzed in light of the notion of language policing.

Language policing

Foucault’s (2007) concept of ‘policing,’ which denotes ‘‘the rational production of

order,’’ was introduced to the field of sociolinguistics by Blommaert et al. (2009:245)

in a thematic issue of Language Policy. Finding modernist perspectives inadequate for

capturing language policy practices, Blommaert et al. (2009) suggest utilizing the

notion of ‘policing’ to investigate language regulation that is performed by varying

actors, and propose the concept of ‘language policing.’ They define this concept ‘‘as

the production of ‘order’—normatively organised and policed conduct—which is

infinitely detailed and regulated by a variety of actors… from the state to individuals,

over civil society and corporate actors’’ in formal and informal platforms (Blommaert

et al. 2009:203). Actors who are striving towards the organization of normativity, and

the policing of language-related conduct, hold a central importance in the authors’

conceptualization—seen as a novelty in the investigation of language policies.

Language policing has been employed as an innovative conceptual apparatus to

better understand a diverse set of issues, such as the conceptualization of

Norwegianness in an official statement (Lane 2009), the convergence and divergence

of language policy in the media (Kelly-Holmes et al. 2009), the production and

2 In the context of this study, counter-language policing refers to the act of language policing to resist the

state-initiated language policies and planning practices at orthographic and lexical levels.
3 Resting upon Kaplan and Baldauf’s (1997) definition, macro language policing refers to such practices

with ultimate motives of regulating the language through institutionalized structures and bodies (e.g.,

government agencies, institutions, communities). Micro language policing is defined as acts of language

policing on specific scales and related to a limited range of language issues, which is the focus of the

present study.
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enforcement of normativity in accent training courses (Blommaert 2009), and the

discursive creation and negotiation of language choice in global spaces of electronic

gaming (Leppänen and Piirainen-Marsh 2009). Language policing has also been used

as a framework to explore issues of policing in other domains such as teacher

certification (De Korne 2012), language classes (Amir and Musk 2013), and law court

agencies (Lopez 2011). The investigation in the current paper utilizes the lens of

language policing to discuss how institutionalized language regulation has worked at

state level and to explore how individuals resist this regulation in an online milieu by

employing digital communication tools 80 years after the fact.

Turkish language reform

When the RoT was founded in Asia Minor in 1923, after the collapse of the Ottoman

Empire and the War of Independence, the identity of the infant nation state was

principally structured around the goals of secularization, nationalization, moderniza-

tion, and westernization determined by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, its first president. These

goals fueled Turkish language reform, comprised of the adoption of the Latin alphabet

and the purging of the language of Ottoman variants. Therefore, as with most cases of

language reform, the reform was sociopolitical in nature, not solely linguistic or

cultural, and its impact would ‘‘color the speech and literature of succeeding

generations’’ (Perry 1985:295). Language reform in the RoT was intended to represent

a huge stride towards turning Turkey into a modern, secular nation state, and an

enthusiastic candidate for membership in the Western world. This reform was

implemented in two interconnected phases: (1) orthographic revolution—switching

from Arabic script to the Latin alphabet, and (2) lexical purification—the ‘‘(re)turk-

ification’’ of words and expressions.

Orthographic revolution

The issue of orthography had been a heatedly discussed matter in the first years of

the Republic throughout the 1920s, yet the powerful conservatives in the

government repudiated the idea of innovation in the writing system (Ahmad

1993). Their opposition was based on the fear that ‘‘adoption of Latin letters…
would lead to utter confusion and eventual loss of contact with a great and holy

religious and historical literary tradition’’ (Tachau 1964:194). On the other hand,

Kemalists, followers of Ataturk’s principles concerning the construction of the new

state, attributed the abysmally low literacy rate to the use of Arabic script (Lewis

1999). They contended that the Arabic alphabet was not compatible with the

Turkish phonological system: that is, Arabic consonants and vowels were not

capable of representing the Turkish sounds in written texts. The other argument

behind the Kemalists’ determination for alphabet revolution was not explicitly

voiced, but was at the top of their political agenda. They purposefully aimed to ‘‘cut

the umbilical cord’’ (Perry 1985:306) linking the infant nation with the religious and

cultural heritage of the Ottoman Empire, through the abolition of the Arabic script

as well as other social and institutional reforms, so that the newly established nation

state could readily become part of occidental culture (Tachau 1964).
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Ataturk embarked on a nationwide tour to introduce the new alphabet to the

public before passing a pertinent law in the parliament. Then, on November 1st,

1928, the Grand National Assembly of Turkey passed Law No.1353, named the

‘‘Adoption and Application of the New Turkish Letters.’’ The law decreed that the

new alphabet must be used in public communications and in all publications as of

January 1st, 1929 (Metz 1996).

As an acute consequence of the alphabet revolution, ‘‘At a stroke, even the literate

people were cut off from their past. Overnight, virtually the entire nation was made

illiterate’’ (Ahmad 1993:80). This situation entailed comprehensive nationwide

educational mobilization campaigns to teach literacy to citizens of all age groups in the

newly adopted alphabet. The establishment of ‘‘National Schools’’ was a significant

part of these mobilization efforts, playing a crucial role in increasing the literacy rate.

Moreover, Ataturk called the Turkish intelligentsia to action by asking them to ‘‘teach

the new Turkish alphabet to every citizen, …take this as [their] patriotic and national

duty… It is time …to eradicate root and branch of the errors of the past.’’ Thanks to this

nationwide literacy campaigns, the literacy rate steeply ‘‘rose from around 8 % in

1928 to over 20 % in 1935’’ (Ahmad 1993:82).

Lexical purification

Orthographical change constituted the basis for the subsequent major phase of

language reform in modern Turkey. This reform was mostly orchestrated by the

Turkish Language Society (Turk Dil Kurumu or TDK), established with Ataturk’s

leadership in 1932, and became the prominent institution leading ‘‘deliberate

linguistic engineering’’ (Perry 1985). The society’s priority goals and procedures

included: (a) documenting the existing lexical repertoire of Turkish, (b) clarifying

and utilizing methods of word-creation in Turkish, and (c) publicizing Turkish

words that might be used in lieu of words with foreign roots (Lewis 1999).

The Society published two dictionaries, both of which were the results of national

campaigns of collecting ‘‘pure’’ Turkish words and expressions. The first one was

published in 1934, named Collection of Turkish Equivalents for Ottoman Words. The

collection offered around 30,000 substitutes for about 7,000 Arabic and Persian

loanwords. The second publication in 1935 was a refined version of the previous one,

and was intended to be a guide for writing and reading, so that the written language

might be understood by all literate people. Substitutes in these dictionaries came from

words collected from folk vernacular dialects, ancient literary texts, Turkic languages

in central Asia, and neologisms derived from known Turkish roots (Zürcher 2003).

After a change of the ruling party at the beginning of the multiparty era post

World War II, the official power and status that the Society enjoyed during the

presidency of Ataturk and Inonu was abolished and all governmental financial

support was cut off. The subsequent ruling parties were mostly moderate regarding

the ongoing construction of the national language compared to the earlier dominant

‘‘truculent purism’’ (Perry 1985:302).

The young RoT orchestrated nation-wide policies geared towards orthographic

revolution and lexical purification. Aiming to promote vernacular Turkish to a national

language, these policies were clearly part of the process of constructing the nation state
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or forging of ‘‘Turkishness’’ through language. Although it was not always explicitly

stated, the engineers of the nation state had the intention of breaking the cultural

connection with the Ottoman past. Their efforts were institutionalized in language

policing practices, with their ultimate goals relating to the generation of a new linguistic

order in Turkish, both in alphabet and lexicon, the policing of linguistic conduct in the

country through law enforcement, literacy campaigns, and the publication of

dictionaries. These individuals were redefining the legitimate language behavior and

rendering it normative across the nation. This linguistic legitimacy and normativity was

enforced through the entire body of state institutions. However, such policies

encountered resistance from certain sectors of the public, especially those ascribing

to conservative and religious ideologies. As a result, there was a growing gap between

the language of the common people and that of the elite, as neologisms were usually

embraced by leftists who were generally educated intellectuals, while conservative and

religious people resisted the use of neologisms (Dogançay 1995). Word choice thereby

indicated the political ideology of the speaker (i.e. leaning towards Arabic and Persian-

origin words vs. ‘pure’ Turkish neologisms) (Cüceloglu and Slobin 1980). Today, the

linguistic landscape of Turkey still bears witness to a similar resistance to lexical

purification and alphabet change (i.e. MT in Latin script vs. OT in Arabic script).

Ottoman Turkish in present-day Turkey

OT does not enjoy any official role or status in governmental or legal spheres in

present-day Turkey. However, this fact has not impeded the growing momentum of the

language, especially in the last decade or so, under the Justice and Development Party

(AK Parti) administration, which is often characterized as a bastion of neo-

Ottomanism.4 Thanks to recent regulations made in the sphere of public education,

students have greater access to OT instruction, which can also be considered as part of

the recent relaxations of restrictions on minority languages in Turkey (e.g., Kurdish,

Abkhaz, Arabic). Specifically, beginning in the 2013–2014 academic year, OT has

become a compulsory course for Social Studies High Schools and an elective course in

other types of high schools. These efforts were extended by the establishment of OT

courses open to the public and a magazine entitled ‘‘Ottoman Turkish’’ initiated by the

Hayrat Vakfi (Charity Foundation) and the General Directorate of Lifelong Learning

of the Ministry of National Education (MoNE). Within 6 months, more than 30,000

people from various backgrounds joined these language courses to learn OT in over

900 public education centers (Ongur 2014). The curricular integration of OT was

supported by the current chairman of the Turkish Language Society, Dr. Mustafa

Sinan Kaçalin, who argued that just like Latin in the Western world, it is essential for

the Turkish youth to be equipped with OT in order to maintain Turkish and the ability

to think in Turkish (‘‘TDK Başkanı’’ 2013).

At the tertiary level, several programs (e.g., Turkish Language and Literature,

Turkish Language Teaching, Turkish Literature Teaching, History, Art History)

4 Neo-Ottomanism refers to the recent Turkish doctrine that emphasizes a multi-layered identity (both at

individual and state levels) resting upon Muslim subjectivity, pan-Islamist, post-colonial, and geostrategic

pillars in a time unfettered by Eurocentricism and calling for greater activism for the Balkans, Caucasus

and Middle East (Fisher-Onar 2009).
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include OT courses as part of their undergraduate curriculum. In addition, OT

summer school programs are organized in partnership with national and interna-

tional institutions (e.g., Koc University, Harvard University), and welcome students

and scholars from different corners of the world who are studying or specializing in

OT (‘‘Students come from,’’ 2009).

Facebook: the most popular SNS in Turkey

Turkey is one country in which Facebook has rapidly attracted a great deal of

Internet users since 2008, which can be attributed to Facebook’s translations

application. With over 32 million Facebook users as of February 2013, and with an

increase of 1.16 % (371,000) from January 2013, Turkey is home to one of the

fastest growing and largest populations of Facebook users in the world (seventh

amongst the top ten countries in terms of number of Facebook users). Figure 1

below presents a portrait of Facebook users in Turkey by age and gender.

Fig. 1 Facebook users by age and gender (2010). Source: www.insidefacebook.com
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Figure 1 indicates that, while gender differences in Facebook use are not marked,

the younger populations, especially those in the 18–25 band, are the prime Facebook

users in Turkey, a trend that is aligned with most other nations around the world.

Facebook: a language policing venue

Facebook provides its users with innumerable means of ‘‘expressing views, conveying

affinities, and establishing connections’’ (Jones et al. 2011:27). However, Lenihan

(2011:50) emphasizes that Facebook should not be considered only as a locus or

channel of communication through which users simply present or mis-present

knowledge because, ‘‘like many other new media, it allows knowledge to be presented

from many sources, and then ignored and/or negotiated.’’ Facebook users, functioning

as ‘‘intertextual operators’’ (Androutsopolous 2010), collect, manipulate, play with,

and present multimodal and multimedia sources from various online environments in

their Facebook interactions with varying motives. What these operators perform can

be explicated with Du Bois’s (2007:151) notion of the ‘‘stance-rich environment.’’ Du

Bois defines stance as ‘‘a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through

overt communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects, positioning

subject (self and others), and aligning with other subjects, with respect to any salient

dimension of the sociocultural field’’ (cited in Jones et al. 2011:40). Facebook can be

regarded as stance-rich, to the extent that it offers virtual contexts in which individuals

can (re)construct textual and pictorial ‘‘representations of identity, taste, affiliation,

and membership for others to respond to’’ (Jones et al. 2011:40).

Like many other digital technologies, Facebook has an inherent ideological aspect:

‘‘both in terms of [its] political economies of access and control, and also in terms of

[its] potential as mechanisms or resources for both normative and resistive

representation’’ (Thurlow and Mroczek 2011:xxvi–xxvii). The spaces evolving

through digital technologies represent the arenas where divergent language ideologies

crisscross and influence language practices along with personal and commercial

concerns (Lenihan 2011). Furthermore, compared to traditional media, whose

language policies and style guides are often overtly stated and detailed, new media like

Facebook are far from being top–down in terms of their impact (Lenihan 2011).

Apart from the ideology-laden online milieu, talking about language is

ideological in essence, no matter who does the talking. (Thurlow and Mroczek

2011:xxvii) maintain that ‘‘Whether it is done by academics, journalists, teachers, or

‘non-experts,’ talk about language always exposes the vagaries of the symbolic

marketplace: competing standards of ‘correct,’ ‘good,’ or ‘normal’ language;

debates about literacy and occupational training; the social categorization and

disciplining of speakers; and performative construction of language itself.’’

Expressing opinions about language and language use generally embraces attempts

to control or regulate the linguistic behavior of a target population of listeners/

speakers as well as to enact a framework to normalize the speakers. The current

study scrutinizes this sort of regulation and enactment in Facebook groups where

users find platforms to get involved in discussions and express their ideas by sharing

updates, photos, and documents.
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Research design and data

The present inquiry employed virtual ethnographic research methods developed and

introduced to the research community by Hine (2000, 2005) and called netnography

by Kozinets (2002, 2009). Virtual ethnography or netnography refers to a qualitative

research methodology that adopts and adapts traditional ethnographic procedures to

explore online spaces where cultural artifacts are produced and identities are

(re)negotiated and (re)constructed through social interaction. Essentially relying on

‘‘the observation of textual discourse’’ (Kozinets 2002:64), this methodology

affords researchers a lens ‘‘to develop an enriched sense of the meanings of the

technology and the cultures which enable it and are enabled by it’’ (Hine 2000:8).

The outcome of a netnographic inquiry is a ‘‘written account resulting from

fieldwork studying the cultures and communities that emerge from on-line,

computer mediated, or Internet-based communications’’ (Kozinets 2002:62).

In approaching this study, I created a database based on the collection of visual and

textual materials posted on Facebook groups that have been created to preserve OT

orthography and maintain the use of Arabic and Persian loanwords. I started the

investigation by generating a rather extensive list of potential groups to be studied. I

identified the groups by using keywords (e.g., learning, writing, using, liking, loving

OT) related to preserving OT and maintaining the use of Arabic and Persian

loanwords. I also relied on the similar groups automatically suggested by Facebook

algorithms. Building a corpus of group names for scrutiny was followed by the

generation of a list of topoi aligned with the research focus for the present study: (1)

title, and the amount and variety of (2) discussions, and (3) materials about the

preservation of OT orthography and lexicon. Since April 2013, I have been ‘‘lurking’’

in these online spaces, that is, I was ‘‘someone who reads messages posed to a public

forum such as a newsgroup but does not respond to the group’’ (Hine 2000:106). I have

been ‘‘an invisible onlooker’’ (Lenihan 2011:55) and never engaged in any of the

conversations occurring in these groups, but I collected the online cultural artifacts,

that is, the textual and visual postings contributed by the individuals involved.

Ultimately, my investigation was delimited to seven groups5 that provided informa-

tion-rich and active cases aligned with the topoi identified for this study and the

research focus. They are only groups that included OT-related ideological postings in

their content. While lurking, I had to opt not to include some postings for the analysis

of the current inquiry because my research focus was delimited to language-related

interactions, yet, while presenting my findings, I will describe all types of postings in

terms of their content and explain why certain types were excluded from analysis.

The data analysis phase was comprised of three steps. First, I examined group

names, which usually convey a message or make a call to invite more generally like-

minded Facebook users to like the page or join the group. Their value-laden

nomenclature gives some initial idea of likely conversation topics in the groups.

Second, depending on how they contributed to language policing practices

regarding orthographic and lexical components in OT, I classified the relevant

5 They are all called groups in this article, but Facebook has different terms or categories such as

community, education, book, and open group.
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postings (textual and visual) that I gathered from all seven group pages. The last

step included a meticulous ‘‘deep looking’’ into these artifacts as products of

interactions (Lenihan 2011:54) in these online arenas of discussion to examine the

manifestation of language policing practices. This process meant adopting an

inductive and grounded theory approach (Strauss and Corbin 1998) where, as a

researcher, I engaged in a dynamic relationship with instances of language policing

throughout the study. More specifically, I followed the stages of open coding

(reading thorough language-themed posts and artifacts to generate preliminary

codes, patterns and categories), axial coding (compared, grouped and scrutinized

themes to establish ties to language policing in the light of the sociohistorical

background of the research context) and selective coding (developed final

representative categories for discussion) in a discursive fashion (Strauss and Corbin

1998). Thereby, basing my analysis upon the notion of language policing and the

historical backlash of language reform in Turkey, I sought patterns and themes that

recurred in the postings with respect to the way language norms are discursively

(re)constructed and enforced in these online communities.

Findings

This section first presents the findings yielded from the scrutiny of the group names

(which represent the identity of groups) of the seven focal Facebook pages selected

for this study. The names orient to three themes: (a) instructional role and purpose,

(b) emphasis on preservation of ancestors’ language, and (c) reverence and love for

OT. Secondly, as a result of analyzing the content of the groups, this section

describes recurrent themes across the users’ interaction and participation in these

online platforms. Here three themes emerge: (1) ideological conviction, (2)

instructional support and practice, and (3) reaching out to macro language policing.

Group names: enticing like-minded Facebook users

The group names are important in terms of introducing the communities to new

members or likers and giving them an idea of the purpose and content of the

Facebook group page. Generally, they constitute Facebook users’ first encounter

with the group, which determines whether they would check out their page and

‘like’ or send the administrator(s) a membership request. Moreover, when

individual Facebook users like a page or join a group, this activity may appear

on their friends’ newsfeed, depending on their Facebook privacy settings. In such

cases, their friends are not only informed of this recent activity but are also

(re)introduced to this group. In addition, the groups joined and pages liked by

Facebook users are automatically suggested for the friends of these users, although

there is also an option to send these friends personalized invitations.

Table 1 below includes the names of the focal online communities in this

investigation along with their Facebook category and number of ‘likes’ or members.

The table has numbers for the groups to make it easier to refer to them in the rest of

the paper. I have left the capitalization and punctuation exactly the same as they are

on Facebook.
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There are three common threads that run through the messages conveyed or

the calls voiced in these group names. First, most of them (e.g., groups 4 and 6)

adopt an instructive purpose to help more people become literate in OT as well

as learn the lexical items that stopped being used as a result of post-republic

language reform. Second, some of them (e.g., groups 1 and 2) explicitly

highlight the need to revitalize or preserve their ancestors’ language as part of

Turkish culture, in order to ensure the maintenance of contact with their

ancestors’ cultural heritage. Third, some names (e.g., groups 3 and 5) attach

veneration or love to OT, perhaps assuming a legacy of high culture associated

with the script and words.

Some group names merit particular attention. For instance, the name of group 2

underscores the linguistic disconnect between ancestors and their descendants

(‘’Ancestors’ language that descendants don’t know’’). In the name of group 5,

the use of two adjectives considerably contributes to the message: ‘‘our’’ and

‘‘ageless.’’ In using the possessive adjective, creators of the page convey that they

still have the right to claim ownership of this language, although it is not the

alphabet in use in the RoT anymore. Describing OT with the adjective of

‘‘ageless’’ might be considered a reaction to those who believe it is old and

obsolete. This consideration relies on the fact that OT script is usually referred to

as ‘‘old Turkish’’ in public.

Moreover, the phrase in the name of group 6, ‘‘genuine Turkish (OT) words’’ is

quite telling, in terms of understanding the administrator(s)’ stance regarding

genuineness in the language and the lexical purification campaigns in Turkey.

Additionally, the use of brackets in this phrase is quite strategic. ‘‘OT’’ in brackets

follows ‘‘genuine Turkish,’’ which implies the administrator(s)’ reaction to the

lexical purification discourse which positioned pre-Islamic words or those derived

from known Turkish roots as genuine and those commonly used in Ottoman times

as the opposite, i.e. false or questionable. Lastly, the words ‘‘ecdad’’ (ancestors) and

Table 1 The Facebook groups that support the use of Ottoman Turkish.

# Name Facebook

category

Likes or

membersa

1 Osmanlıcayı yazarak ve okuyarak muhafaza edelim (let’s protect

OT by writing and reading)

Community 3,109 likes

2 ECDAD’ın Dili Evladın bilmediği OSMANLICA (Osmanlı
Türkçesi) (ancestors’ language that descendants don’t know, OT)

Educational

service

96,282 likes

3 Osmanlıca Sevdalılarıyız (we are in love with OT) Community 26,532 likes

4 Osmanli Turkcesi ogreniyorum (I’m learning OT) Community 98,387 likes

5 Eskimez yazimiz Osmanlicamiz (our ageless script, our OT) Open group 13,130

members

6 Her güne üç öz Türkçe (Osmanlıca) kelime (three genuine Turkish

(OT) words per day)

Community 3,184 likes

7 Hergün Bir Osmanlıca ve İngilizce Kelime (an OT and english word

per day)

Education 7,473 likes

a The numbers of likes and members are as of October 26th, 2014
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‘‘evlad’’ (descendants) in the name of group 2 are intentionally spelled differently

than they would be in MT. These are Arabic loanwords and the spelling in the group

name reflects the original phoneme and character correspondence. However,

because of the phonological characteristics of Turkish, the/d/sound at the end of

these words is turned into a/t/sound in actual pronunciation. That is why, in MT

dictionaries, these words are spelled as ‘‘ecdat’’ and ‘‘evlat.’’ This divergence from

MT and convergence with original Arabic pronunciation might be viewed as a

strategic attempt to produce linguistic order in this sense.

Online postings: artifacts of interaction

The online landscapes in the seven focal Facebook groups are embodied with

multimodal cultural artifacts, contributed by the participants of these communities.

These artifacts constitute various sorts of conduits to delve into the interaction

between the ‘‘intertextual operators’’ (Androutsopolous 2010). Since this study

focuses on the way online community members practice language policing, I

decided to exclude certain postings from the analysis pool: individuals’ interactions

centering on religious topics, photos of Islamic holy places, postings about the

Ottoman Sultans, and advertisements by individuals or language institutes offering

services to those who need help generally with translation and transcription of OT.

Although these postings reflect participants’ personal and commercial interests, are

part of the communal interaction, and are not removed by the administrator(s), they

are coded as irrelevant data.

The rest of the written and pictorial data gathered in the analysis pool were

derived from: (a) conversations about the use of OT, (b) users’ comments on the

orthographic revolution in Turkey, (c) their comments as a response to the visual

postings, images of texts in the OT alphabet and its rules, (d) newspaper articles

shared and commented on, (e) photos of important religious or historical figures

with their quotes captioned in OT letters, (f) photos of prominent historians with

captions in MT, (g) photos of nature or babies with a caption (morning and night

greetings) in OT letters, (h) comics originally published in MT that are posted

with Ottoman script, and (i) videos of historians discussing the orthographic

revolution.

When these textual and visual artifacts were scrutinized through the lens of

language policing, three major themes emerged: (1) instructional support and

practice to help members acquire literacy skills in OT, (2) ideological conviction

that OT is an essential component of Turkish people’s cultural repertoire, and (3)

reaching out to macro language policing in an educational context at the national

level. This section will proceed with the discussion of these themes with examples

from the focal Facebook group pages.
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Instructional support and practice

The participants in these online communities communicate through postings not

only to ask other users in the group for assistance in decoding or transcribing a text

in OT but also to provide help for members. This interaction for learning purposes

largely occurs in three ways: (a) explaining rules of decoding and writing, and

defining lexical items, (b) providing texts authentically produced in Ottoman times,

and (c) trying to integrate OT into participants’ daily life.

All focal Facebook groups include visual postings that lay out the basic rules of

OT literacy and give word definitions for their members. This service is considered

to be at the heart of the groups’ cause and is continuously maintained and diversified

by the administrator(s) and other participants. For example, the figures below

display certain rules of reading and writing OT and a word exercise.

Fig. 2 A writing rule for [e]
sound in Ottoman Turkish.

Fig. 3 Ottoman Turkish alphabet and corresponding sounds.
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Figure 2, posted on the pages of groups 1, 2, 4, and 5, instructs readers that the

‘‘[e] sound is not spelled if not positioned at the beginning of the word in the first

syllable’’ and exemplifies this rule with five words. Figure 3, posted by groups 3, 4,

and 5, presents the OT Alphabet in a chart, which specifically indicates the

corresponding sounds and letters in transliteration forms. Figure 4, shared on the page

of group 7, is an exercise that asks group participants to match some seemingly random

English words with their OT counterparts written in Arabic scripts. All these examples

clearly demonstrate the members’ conscious efforts towards promoting instructional

practices in OT literacy. Figure 4 is particularly interesting, as it aims to tether OT

literacy to members’ English language learning processes. Going beyond the users’

presumed first language in this way represents a creative means of language policing.

Moreover, through administrator(s)’ efforts, and the questions of those who need

help in decoding a text or part of it, participants are exposed to authentic written texts

produced before the orthographic revolution. This exposure is conducive to the

creation of an environment that gives users the opportunity to try out their emerging

literacy skills. This also creates an environment in which the benchmark of

achievement or expertise is to decode these authentic texts. Successful ‘‘decoders’’

are congratulated by group administrators and hailed as experts by other members.

Below (Figure 5) is a donation voucher from Ottoman times that was posted by a group

2 user (later shared by group 4) and was transcribed by other individuals in the group:

Fig. 4 A matching exercise
including English and Ottoman
Turkish words.

Fig. 5 A donation voucher from Ottoman times.
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This voucher is designed to gather donations for buying uniforms for teachers. It

says: ‘‘Many drops make an ocean. Citizens! These 10 liras you give will be spent

for educating kids in poverty and training teachers to work in every corner of the

country.’’ This posting gives the members an opportunity to use their emerging OT

literacy skills to decode an original text and receive feedback from expert users.

Lastly, the participants in these online environments share some visuals which

include daily language written in the OT alphabet. Common examples are comics

originally written in MT, morning and night greetings, celebration of holidays,

Sudoku, individuals’ names, and shopping lists. These postings encourage the

integration of the writing system of OT into individuals’ daily language use, so that

this script gains normativity in their personal linguistic repertoire. Below are two

examples, one morning greeting and one comic:

Fig. 6 Hayırlı sabahlar (Good
morning)

Fig. 7 Korku filmi (Horror movie)
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Figures 6 and 7, both published by groups 2, 3, and 5, are simple yet powerful

examples of integrating OT into members’ daily lives, which is often regulated and

maintained through MT. In both cases, the crux of the messages conveyed through

linguistic elements is encoded in OT and thereby create an immediate need for the

reader to decode them.

Ideological conviction

The strategic use of ideologically convincing rationales is another major theme

running through the written and visual postings included in the analysis. Participants

in the seven online groups shared many postings highlighting the importance of

becoming literate in OT. These sorts of postings mainly include quotes from

prominent Turkish historians, comparisons with other nations that did not change

their writing system despite their transition from one political system to another, and

news articles unpacking the impacts of the language revolution and users’

comments on them.

Quotes from Turkish historians accompanied by their pictures were the main

means used to convince members of the necessity of OT literacy. The data included

quotes from the following historians: Halil Inalcık, Murat Bardakçı, İlber Ortaylı,
and Kadir Mısıroğlu. For example, below (Figure 8) is a photo of İlber Ortaylı taken

from an online newspaper and shared by groups 2, 3, 4, and 5. The headline says:

‘‘Everyone in this country should be able to read and write in OT,’’ which is the

newspaper editor’s interpretation of his talk at a university in Turkey. The other

sentence below the headline reads: ‘‘Prof. Dr. İlber Ortaylı stated that recent history

needs to be interpreted well enough in order to produce national and international

policies.’’

Fig. 8 An eminent Turkish historian, Ilber Ortayli, and his quote about Ottoman Turkish.
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The news article, which was not posted on the page, included his exact quote,

which highlights the significance of having a true interpretation of recent history. As

quoted in the article, he notes in his talk that this interpretation can be possible only

with OT literacy because history should be researched by reading the original

sources. While such news articles may not be regarded as examples of Facebook-

specific data, their reproduction on Facebook performs several important func-

tions—(1) giving access to relevant materials (which members might otherwise not

be aware of) and (2) providing opportunities for language policing manifested at the

levels of consciousness-raising and discussion.

Moreover, some postings compare Turkey with other nations to demonstrate

opposition to the orthographic revolution in Turkey and to rationalize the necessity of

acquiring literacy in OT. For this comparison, countries are carefully selected to make

sure that certain key historical features are similar to those of Turkey, with a specific

focus on Japan and Great Britain. The message in such comparisons is the following:

these countries have used the same writing system both before and after undergoing

political change and are still among the most developed countries, although they went

through a transition from an empire to their current political system, like the RoT. This

comparison implies that the alphabet change in the RoT was not a prerequisite for

becoming a developed nation state. The following statement was published in groups 2

and 4: ‘‘today the Japanese and the British can read their ancestors’ literary works

produced hundreds of years ago, explore their culture, and preserve their cultural

bonds with the past, yet the Turkish youth cannot.’’ The emphasis is on the cultural

disconnect between the people of modern Turkey and their Ottoman ancestors and the

language revolution is presented as being to blame for this cultural chasm.

Finally, ideological conviction is substantiated by discussions of newspaper articles

stressing the significance of OT literacy for rebuilding ties with Ottoman culture. For

example, a newspaper article published in Zaman by Mustafa Armagan, a writer and

historian, triggered a heated debate among group 2 members regarding the

consequences of orthographic revolution in Turkey. The article itself questions whether

this revolution was really necessary for modernization in Turkey, and whether it was

able to fulfill its goals at the time and in the long run. The author explicitly contends that

the OT alphabet was not a hindrance to the development of Turkey, and the actual goal

was to become closer to the Occident by abandoning Oriental and Islamic culture. This

article received a lot of comments by group 2 members, especially from those who

completely agreed with the author and those who demonstrated stark opposition to his

ideas. Reading the comments, I realized that that some of them had been removed by the

administrator, who cautioned that this sort of conversation was not his intention or

expectation when posting this article. One of the comments in this conversation merits

attention in terms of its ideological conviction. This individual focuses on the original

language in Ataturk’s book Nutuk (The Speech), which lays out the main principles of

Kemalism, building the basis for the Republic. He writes as follows:

How many of you can read and comprehend Mustafa Kemal’s book named

The Speech in its original text? Many words used in this book no longer

exist… We took most of them out, leading to the deficiency of our language…
We didn’t think about it. What’s more, we granted superiority to those who
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committed this murder. We commended them because they modernized the

language (My translation).

This member directs attention to the revolutionary change in the lexis by referring to

the nation’s founding leader’s book and notes that Turkish people cannot fully

understand what was written by their iconic leader who actually spearheaded this

lexical change. He also implies that purification or modernization of the language

led to the demise of very many words. A comment by another member strongly

contributes to this ideological conviction:

We are the only nation who cannot read what is written on our ancestors’

gravestones. I’m talking to those who are dogmatizing; if you don’t know OT,

it means history started a century ago for you. Before that, history is prehistory

for you! (My translation).

This comment implies that illiteracy in OT equates to a complete disconnect from

the past. Therefore, it might sound ideologically convincing to those who wish to

maintain their connection with their past. Upon encountering such comments, the

administrator interjects with the intention to restrict and guide the discussion about

this posting: ‘‘what do we think about this topic? Let’s talk about the future rather

than the past, shall we?’’ (My translation).

Reaching out to macro language policing

One other main theme that runs through the postings pertains to efforts to reach out to

macro language policing in an education context at the national level. I noted written

comments posted multiple times by individuals on groups 2 and 4, asking or calling

upon group members to email the Prime Minister’s Office to demonstrate the demand

for elective OT courses to be incorporated in the high school curriculum. Their postings

show users’ concerns about the perceived necessity of having an impact on macro

changes at the national level through their micro-level efforts on Facebook. During the

time of these postings, the MoNE was cognizant of the growing demand for learning OT

and was making preparations to sign a protocol with Hayrat Vakfı which was going to

provide staffing and material support for such a project (Ongur 2014). The main purpose

of this collaboration is to educate individuals who can maximally benefit from

understanding the artifacts written in OT and can bring these into cultural life, as well as

training teachers of OT. The electronic brochures of this government initiative were also

posted on the focal group pages to inform members of this service and encourage them

to attend the courses offered.

Through these postings, the Facebook groups seem to impact upon their

membership in two ways: (1) they encourage the individual users to imagine

themselves as part of a community forged in participation with like-minded people,

who feel empowered to make an impact on a macro language policing practice; (2)

they emphasize that their cause is shared by policy actors at national level, which

presumably makes them feel more powerful. Thereby, the groups connect

Facebook-based micro language policing with the OT initiative by the current

government which seems to be holding the same ideological stance about OT.
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Discussion

Facebook offers a wide range of innovative media of communication via which

individuals can participate in varying online environments and activities. The

current study netnographically explored how Facebook users in seven focal online

communities engaged in language policing practices to organize normativity or

rationalize and produce a certain linguistic order in participants’ language use.

These practices were made possible through the relatively continual process of

convincing participants that only through OT literacy will they be able to remedy

the cultural disconnect with their ancestors. Thereby, the online communities in

question justify their cause and fuel their instructional activities. As their purpose is

to reinvigorate OT both in its writing system and lexis, this justification represents a

reaction or resistance to the pervasive language reform executed in the 1930s. These

efforts constitute bottom-up micro counter-policing practices, like the ones in

Lane’s (2009) Norwegian case. Their counter-policing articulates the necessity to

reintegrate OT literacy in a Turkish cultural base and to bridge the cultural chasm

between modern Turkey and the Ottoman Empire.

The interplay between multiple political discourses deeply rooted in the

sociohistorical background of Turkish society deserves significant attention within

the scope of the current study. More specifically, there are three states or discourses

that are operationalized through the use of language policing practices. First of all,

the Ottoman Empire—a major actor of world politics controlling not only three

different continents for over six centuries but also leading Islam by serving as the

home to the Caliphate until 1920s; second, the RoT—a nation-building project

based on the pillars of Westernization, secularism, and democracy until 2000s;

finally, the AK Party administration operating under neo-Ottomanism, recognizing

and promoting Muslim subjectivity, pan-Islamism, and the geostrategic positioning

of the country for the purposes of wider influence in the Balkans, Caucasus and

Middle East. The counter-policing acts shared in the present study closely interact

with each of these discourses: they go hand-in-hand with neo-Ottomanism in the

form of counter-policing acts serving as a form of resistance against the

institutionalized language policies maintained by the RoT.

Efforts to integrate OT into group members’ normative language use are greatly

supported by the creative ways of modifying certain visuals that members may have

come across originally in MT. The use of OT script in comics, Sudoku, shopping

lists and daily greetings stands out as a creative way of appropriating and

manipulating multimodal resources, making these resources suitable for the cause of

the groups. I should note that this focus on language users’ daily practices is quite

consistent with one of the group administrator’s emphasis on future-oriented

discussion as a note under one of his postings. He seems to believe that engaging in

past-oriented debates is nothing but a waste of time and energy, so he stresses the

group members’ linguistic conduct in relation to OT.

Collecting, manipulating, and sharing artifacts on Facebook group pages, the

actors of language policing not only contribute to the regulatory practices of

language use, but also negotiate their cultural and linguistic identities. Online

milieus afford these actors previously unavailable mechanisms to freely voice their
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resistance towards a language revolution and advocate for its reversion through

grassroots efforts. This resistance and advocacy usually involves (re)construction of

textual and visual representations of memberships and identities to be responded to

by other participants (Jones et al. 2011). Therefore, concomitantly with their

language policing practices, members of these online communities become involved

in continuous identity articulation, negotiation, and formation through their

interactions with other community members.

Conclusion

As part of the construction of a nation-state, the RoT went through a language

reform which was comprised of (a) the supplanting of Arabic script with Latin

letters adjusted for Turkish phonology and (b) the replacement of Arabic and

Persian loanwords with words either derived from known Turkish roots or found in

pre-Islamic Turkish texts. Since its inception, this top-down policy has been resisted

by certain sections of the population, generally conservative and religious groups

yearning for the maintenance of Ottoman culture. With the advent of the Internet

and SNSs like Facebook, this resistance has found a new platform rife with novel

communication tools, although it is practiced only by a select group of people.

Employing Blommaert et al.’s (2009) notion of language policing as a conceptual

apparatus and virtual ethnography (Hine 2000) or netnography (Kozinets 2002) as a

methodological approach, the current inquiry examined the textual and visual

cultural artifacts produced, reconstructed, and disseminated in seven focal Facebook

groups created to maintain the use of OT script and vocabulary. The findings reveal

that the postings are usually used to convince group members that they need OT to

secure ties to and reconnect with their ancestors’ cultural heritage, to provide them

with instructional support and practice opportunities, and to reach out to or align

members of the group with macro language policing practices. In these ways,

Facebook can be seen as a rich site for performing language policing practices.
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